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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A hinge having an externally threaded sleeve spaced in 

parallelism with the hinge pin and containing internally; 
a plug actuating a compression spring and bearing block 
against a ball; the sleeve having a reduced opening to per 
mit the ball to extend outward therefrom su?iciently to 
engage any of several recesses of a relatively stationary 
plate. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

This invention relates to a door hinge with improve 
ments of a ball actuated by a compression spring being 
mounted in a threaded sleeve, as a means of spacing with 
a stationary plate; the ball extending outward su?iciently 
from a reduced opening in the threaded sleeve to engage 
any of several recesses in a stationary plate for selective 
spaced degrees of the door opening; and having means 
for varying the spring pressure on the ball. 

Heretofore; doors have been equipped with devices hav 
ing levers or rods to stop a door in an open position. 
Such mechanism is relatively expensive, compared to my 
simple method of a ball under a selected pressure in a 
threaded sleeve container as a means for varying the spac 
ing and pressure of the ball therein, to extend su?‘lciently 
beyond the threaded sleeve to engage in spaced recesss 
of a ?at stationary plate. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

My door hinge with spaced automatic latching posi 
tions may be used on any door; of a cabinet, refrigerator, 
automobile, large and small doors of various descriptions; 
and will prevent the door from swinging beyond control 
of the operator. The threaded sleeve is a means of a ?ne 
adjustment, to assure the ball will enter the recesses, when 
a door to be manually opened to a selected degree with 
ease, and positively will be held in a desired position. A 
setscrew is provided on the hinge, to hold the threaded 
sleeve in a selected position, relative to the stationary plate 
having the latching recesses therein. - 
The ball pressure in a recess of a plate is variable with 

the means of the threaded plug for actuating the compres 
sion spring against the ball in the threaded sleeve. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 is a view illustrating a longitudinal exploded 
view of the threaded sleeve in section, a ball, a helical com 
pression spring, a bearing block in section, and a plug. 
The ball is also shown in broken lines against the reduced 
opening in the sleeve to show a projected portion of the 
ball beyond the sleeve. 

FIG. 2 is a view illustrating one end of the threaded 
plug with a groove thereacross for a turning tool. 

FIG. 3 is a view illustrating one end of the helical com 
pression spring. 

FIG. 4 is a view illustrating one face of the bearing 
block with a stem projected therefrom for receiving one 
end of the compression spring. 

FIG. 5 is a view of one end of the threaded sleeve. 
FIG. 6 is a view illustrating the opposite and reduced 

end of the sleeve. 
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‘FIG. 7 is a view illustrating a portion of a two door 

refrigerator, the doors acting as hinge members on a com 
mon hinge pin, and having respective threaded sleeves 
containing respective compression springs and balls latch 
ing in respective recesses on opposite faces of a stationary 
plate. 

FIG. 8 is a sectional view taken on broken lines 8—8 
of FIG. 7. 

FIG. 9 is a view of a butt hinge in elevation with the 
mounted sleeve containing the compression spring and ball 
latched in a recess of a relatively stationary plate. 

FIG. 10 is a view illustrating a plan view of FIG. 9; 
with portions of doors shown in section; or a door and a 
wall secured to opposite portions of the hinge. 

FIG. 11 is a view illustrating a portion of a strap hinge 
in perspective, having the improvement mounted thereon 
of the threaded sleeve containing a compression spring 
and ball latched in a recess of a stationary plate. 

FIG. 12 is a view illustrating an elevation of an auto 
mobile hinge with the improvement of a threaded sleeve, 
compression spring and ball latched in a recess of a rela 
tively stationary plate thereon. 
FIG. 13 is a view illustrating a section taken on lines 

13—13 of FIG. 12. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

My improvements are the same as shown in all of the 
FIGS. 1 to 13 inclusive; and the parts thereof have the 
same reference numerals for quick identi?cation. 
A door hinge 15 has the essential hinge pin 16. A sleeve 

17 is mounted thereon and contains; a helical compres 
sion spring 18, a bearing block 19, a ball 20; and are all 
held in alignment under compression by the plug 21 and 
reduced opening 22 of the sleeve 17. 
The threaded plug 21 closes one end of the sleeve 17, 

and the opposite end of the sleeve 17 has a reduced open 
ing 22 to restrict the projection of the ball 20 to a por 
tion thereof. 
The sleeve 17 has an internal thread 24 with su?icient 

length to move the plug 21 as a means therein to vary, 
the pressure of the helical compression spring 18, and 
pressure against the ball 20. 
The sleeve 17 has an external thread 25 the full length 

thereof. The sleeve 17, helical compression spring 18, 
bearing block 19, and ball 20, are all held in alignment 
on the hinge 15 and spaced from the hinge pin 16 in par 
allelism. 
A plate 26 has one face thereof centrally spaced from 

the hinge pin 16. The plate 26 has several recesses 27 
spaced in arcuate positions about the hinge pin 16 to reg 
ister with the ball 20 when it is relatively moved over the 
plate 26 and the recesses 27. The sleeve 17 and plate 26 
are mounted on relatively moving parts of the door 
hinge 15. 
The sleeve 17 may be threaded into a portion of the 

door hinge 15; or a boss 28 with matching threads may 
be secured to a portion of the door hinge 15 as a means 
for holding the sleeve 17 and compression spring 18 spaced 
in paralellism with the hinge pin 16. 

I claim: 
1. A door latch unit having an external relatively lon 

gitudinal movement spaced in paralellism with a longi 
tudinal door hinge pin and an internal variable independ 
ent longitudinal pressure movement of the door latch; the 
door latch unit comprising in combination: 

(a) a sleeve being open at both ends thereof; 
(b) said sleeve being threaded externally from end to 

end; 
(c) said sleeve being threaded internally; 
(d) said sleeve being ?anged inwardly at one end 

thereof; 
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(e) a ball; 
(f) said ball being in said sleeve and abutting the men 

tioned ?anged portion thereof; 
(g) a minor portion of said ball being projected beyond 

said mentioned ?anged end portion of said sleeve; 
(h) a helical compression spring; 
(i) said helical compression spring being in said sleeve 
and bearing pressure against said ball; 

(j)_ a plug having an external thread thereon; 
'(k) said plug being screwed into said sleeve against 

said helical compression‘ spring; 
(1) said sleeve having slots in the opposite end portion 

thereof from the mentioned ?anged portion for turn 
ing and moving said sleeve relatively in parallelism 
with a door hinge; 

(m) and said plug having a means in the outer and 
thereof for turning and moving said plug in said 
sleeve. 

2. A door latch unit having an external relatively lon 
gitudinal movement spaced in parellelism with a longi 
tudinal door hinge pin and an internal variable independ 
ent longitudinal pressure movement of the door latch; the 
door latch unit comprising in combination: 

(a) a sleeve being open at both ends thereof; 
(b) said sleeve being threaded externally from end to 

end; 
(0) said sleeve being threaded internally; 
((1) said sleeve being ?anged inwardly at one end 

thereof; . 

(e) a ball; 
(i) said ball being in said sleeve and abutting the men 

tioned ?anged portion thereof; 
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(g) a minor portion of said ball being projected beyond 

said mentioned ?anged end portion of said sleeve; 
(h) a bearing block; 
(i) said bearing block being in said sleeve and hear 

ing against said ball; 
(j) a helical compression spring; 
(k) said helical compression spring being in said sleeve 
and bearing against said bearing block; 

(1) a plug having an external thread thereon; 
(m) said plug being screwed into said sleeve against 

said helical compression spring; 
(11) said sleeve having slots in the opposite end there 

of from the mentioned ?anged portion for turning and 
moving said sleeve spaced relatively in parellelism 
with a door hinge; 

(0) said plug having a slot in the outward end thereof 
for turning and moving said plug in said sleeve. 
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